SUCCESS STORY

The Rehancement Group
Streamlines Their Business
with Unanet

CHALLENGES
y The Rehancement Group had been on Deltek’s GCS
tool and moved to Costpoint. They found Costpoint very
difficult to use.
y Basic financials were needed on a regular basis and were
very time-consuming to gather
y Management was unable to grab the reports they needed
to operate efficiently
y They found that Costpoint did not have the project
management capabilities that they needed
y Were lacking a true partner who would help them be
successful
y Lacked the data needed to make efficient decisions

ABOUT THE REHANCEMENT
GROUP
The Rehancement Group, Inc. provides
world-class management consulting
services to public and private sector
clients. Through their services they seek
to enhance the value of their client
organizations, their people, and their
nation as a whole. They drive sustainable
results through tested solutions,
penetrating insight, and a passion for
results. Their growth is fueled by the
success of their clients.
The Rehancement Group had previously
used Deltek GCS and then made
the switch to Costpoint. They found
Costpoint to be cumbersome and the
inability to quickly grab data or generate
reports in real-time was really hindering
their business. With 125 team members,

“The visibility into our business has been
transformative. We have the data and insight
to really drive profit. Not only did we gain
a great product, but we gained excellent
support. We are no longer at odds with our
software provider. We have a true partner who
is there to ensure our success.”

		

they needed an ERP system that
would support their organization, while
allowing them to better streamline their
operations. They selected Unanet and
the impact has been great.

- David Baker, President, The Rehancement Group

unanet.com
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THE UNANET SOLUTION FOR THE REHANCEMENT GROUP
The Rehancement Group made the switch to Project Portfolio Financials to streamline internal operations
and drive efficiency. They now have a single solution for projects, people and financials with real-time data
reporting capabilities. The new solution has automated many once-manual tasks and its ease of use has
provided the team with more time and resources.
After implementing Purchasing, The Rehancement Group:
y Got more accurate information sooner allowing

y Easily identify data anomalies/issues and can
triage mistakes before they become problems

them to make informed decisions
y Is more agile because all levels of the company

y Gets invoices out in a shorter time span,
allowing for income to arrive sooner

have access to the reports and data they need

y Has gained a true partner who is invested in

y Can close the books faster

helping them succeed

y Processes pay for their employees and subs
faster and more accurately

Where Information Means Insight
Unanet is a leading provider of ERP solutions purpose-built for Government Contractors, A/E, and
Professional Services. More than 2,000 project-driven organizations depend on Unanet to turn their
information into actionable insights, drive better decision-making, and nurture business growth.
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